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Abstract 
 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises or MSMEs have a very important role for the survival of the economic 

sector in Indonesia. However, as the development of MSMEs, followed by a series of problems that arise. One of 

them is the problem of sales, business people have difficulty in determining the number of product sales in the 

future so that there is often an accumulation of raw materials or unsold products. This study aims to help MSMEs 

optimize raw material management by predicting product sales using the XGBoost Regressor Algorithm. Recently, 

the algorithm is very famous in the competition because of its reliability and no one has applied it to predict MSME 

product sales. Based on several other studies, this algorithm is accurate in predicting a value, such as predicting 

stock prices and the number of accidents in Bali, Indonesia. This research uses historical product sales data and 

weather data consisting of air temperature and relative humidity in Semarang Indonesia to train and evaluate the 

performance of the model. The prediction model was performed with predetermined variables and resulted in MAE 

3.0752730568649156, MSE 38.25842541629838, and RMSE 6.185339555456788. In the end, it is concluded that 

the model built with XGBoost Regressor has a low error rate so that it can accurately predict the sales of an 

MSME product and optimize the management of raw materials for related products. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises or 

commonly called MSMEs are an important sector in 

Indonesia's economic survival [1]. MSMEs are 

businesses with relatively small operations, 

resources, and number of workers [2]. MSMEs have 

contributed more in contributing to employment and 

economic growth. Based on information provided by 

the Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs, MSMEs 

contribute around 61% to the country's Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) and provide jobs to nearly 

97% of the overall labor force in Indonesia [3]. 

MSMEs can be found in various fields, such as the 

food and beverage industry, the fashion world, 

handicrafts, and various other services [4]. One 

example of MSME products in the food sector is Soto 

Betawi by Rumah Makan Kota Semarang, which will 

be the object of this study. 

The progress of MSME development in 

Indonesia is in line with the constraints faced by 

business actors. The constraints vary depending on 

the sector and location. For MSMEs that want to grow 

their business, they need to be able to increase sales 

and expand their market share. This can be a 

challenging action, especially for MSMEs that have 

limitations in terms of managerial knowledge and 

skills [5]. One of the main things that constrains the 

entire MSME sector is the sales side, where business 

people often experience losses with falling profits due 

to the accumulation of unsold goods. This problem is 

related to the planning and management of raw 

materials for products to be sold [6]. Based on these 

problems, business people need to determine the right 

stock of raw materials and products so that there are 

no shortages and excesses that will have an impact on 

sales. Therefore, to achieve maximum profit, business 

people need to optimize the inventory of raw 

materials or products to be sold [7]. 

With the advancement of science and 

technology, these problems can be solved with less 

time and practice. For problems regarding the 

planning of raw materials and products sold, this can 

be solved by one branch of the data science discipline, 

namely Data Science [8]. Data Science is a discipline 

related to collecting, analyzing, and processing data 

to produce useful information [9]. Data Science 

components consist of descriptive, predictive, and 

prescriptive analysis [10]. Each component has its 

own role, but in this case the most instrumental in 

determining the amount of raw materials or products 

to be sold later with the help of predictive analysis. 
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Predictive analysis is an analytical technique 

used to predict a future value based on historical data 

[11]. The predictive analysis method used is the 

Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) Regressor 

Algorithm. XGBoost combines the advantages of 

gradient boosting and random forests, making it a 

powerful algorithm for predictive modeling [12]. The 

method was chosen because the algorithm produces 

good models in terms of regression and classification 

based on several studies [13], [14]. Moreover, 

XGBoost has proven its ability to provide stable and 

accurate predictions compared to other tree-based 

ensemble algorithms [13]. Currently, XGBoost has 

been implemented in various sectors, including 

finance and retail. It has been proven to be accurate 

in predicting BCA Bank's stock price and sales 

volume in the retail industry [15], [16]. In this study, 

the XGBoost algorithm is expected to accurately 

predict the sales of Soto Betawi MSME products so 

that business people can be helped in preparing and 

optimizing raw materials or products to achieve 

optimal sales which will have an impact on maximum 

profits. 

Based on study, for now there are still few 

studies that apply the XGBoost Regressor Algorithm 

to MSME data. In addition, there is no study that 

applies the XGBoost Regressor Algorithm to predict 

the sales of an MSME product, especially Soto 

Betawi products. 

Based on the problems previously described, it 

is necessary to create a model to predict the sales of 

MSME products focusing on Soto Betawi using the 

XGBoost Regressor Algorithm to assist business 

people in optimizing the stock of raw materials and 

Soto Betawi products themselves. Where this has a 

direct impact on the level of sales success and the 

increase in profits earned by business people. 

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Research Steps 

The research stages used cover all aspects of the 

steps in implementing data science in a case. Problem 

understanding is obtained from discussions and 

literature studies on the problem of selling a product. 

In this study, the supporting weather data of average 

temperature and average humidity of Semarang City 

is used for the features used in the regression process. 

Starting with the understanding of the problem, 

followed by the problem solving process with data 

science steps including data collection from various 

sources, understanding the content and characteristics 

of the data, and data pre-processing. Data pre-

processing includes feature reengineering, data 

cleaning, and merging sales data with Semarang City 

weather. 

An overview of the research stages used can be 

seen through the flowchart below. 

 
Figure 1. Research Stages 

 

Afterwards, the process continued with data 

modeling using XGBoost Regressor, evaluating 

model performance using MSE (Mean Squared 

Error), MAE (Mean Absolute Error), and RMSE 

(Root Mean Squared Error), and drawing conclusions 

from the entire research activity. 

2.2. Data Science 

Data Science is a scientific discipline related to 

the collection, processing, and analysis of data to 

produce useful information [11]. Currently, data 

science has been used in various sectors both from the 

government, education, and business sectors, 

especially MSMEs [17]. There are several types of 

data analysis, but broadly speaking, they can be 

divided into three parts. Among them are descriptive, 

predictive, and prescriptive analysis [11]. The 

following is the explanation. 

a) Descriptive Analysis is an analysis technique 

that describes the current condition of data. This 

analysis is used to determine the condition of 

sales and other things about MSMEs in a certain 

time span. 

b) Predictive Analysis is an analytical technique 

used to predict a future value. This analysis is 

used to estimate the amount of demand for 

MSME goods so that the stock of goods 

provided can meet demand and nothing is 

wasted. 

c) Prescriptive Analysis is an analytical technique 

used to provide recommendations or 

suggestions for certain actions based on data. 

This analysis is used in determining the optimal 

price and distribution of goods so as to achieve 

maximum profit. 
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2.3. Multiple Linear Regression 

Multiple Linear Regression is a statistical 

analysis method used to determine the relationship 

between one dependent variable and more than one 

independent variable.  

The purpose of this analysis is to determine the 

direction of the relationship between variables, 

whether each independent variable is positively or 

negatively related, and to predict the value of the 

independent variable to increase or decrease [18][19]. 

𝑌 = 𝑎 +  𝑏1𝑋1 +  𝑏2𝑋2 + ⋯ +  𝑏𝑛𝑋𝑛 (1) 

In forecasting the value of Y, it is necessary to 

know all the variables that will be used. The equation 

above is a multiple linear regression equation used in 

forecasting. Here the following explanation equation 

above (1), 

 

Y = Dependent variable or value that is predicted 

X = Independent variable 

a = Constant (the value of Y if X1, X2, ..., Xn = 0) 

b = Regression coefficient or increase value or 

decrease. 

2.4. eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) 

eXtreme Gradient Boosting or XGBoost is an 

ensemble learning algorithm used for machine 

learning, especially for data regression and 

classification problems [12]. XGBoost was chosen 

because it has been shown to produce stable and 

accurate predictions compared to other tree-based 

ensemble algorithms [13].  
 

 
Figure 2. XGBoost Architecture 

 

It is well known in competitive events for its 

speed, scalability, and performance in handling data 

sets [12], [20]. XGBoost combines the strengths of 

gradient boosting and random forests, making it a 

powerful algorithm for predictive modeling [12]. It 

uses the concept of gradient boosting by repeatedly 

training a weak prediction model like a decision tree, 

then combining the previous predictions to produce a 

final prediction model [13], [12]. In addition, this 

algorithm has been proven to produce stable and 

accurate predictions compared to other tree-based 

ensemble algorithms.   

Currently, XGBoost has been implemented in 

various sectors, be it finance, health, and so on. 

However, there is still no specific implementation of 

XGBoost on MSME sales data. For example, in this 

study, the algorithm is implemented to predict the 

number of sales of MSME products based on existing 

historical data. 

The selection of parameters or features in the 

XGBoost algorithm is the same as selecting variables 

in linear regression or multiple linear regression 

algorithms as described in the previous section. The 

features used can be values in the dataset or outside 

the dataset. It is necessary to select features that have 

a high correlation value with the value to be predicted 

so that the model created has an accurate performance 

in predicting a value. 

2.5. Model Performance Evaluation Metrics 

In evaluating model performance, the Mean 

Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), 

and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) metrics are 

used. Some of these metrics are metrics that are 

suitable in various data sets, easy to understand, and 

most commonly used in evaluating the performance 

of a regression model, in this case the XGBoost 

Regressor [21].  

The following is an explanation and 

mathematical form of these metrics. 

a) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is the average of 

the absolute difference between the actual value 

in the dataset (𝑦𝑖) and the predicted value 

produced by the model (𝑦�̂�). MAE is more 

interpretable than MSE [22], as it directly 

calculates the average error in a set of 

predictions as mention in equation (2) without 

looking at the direction of the resulting error 

values. 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑ |𝑦𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 − 𝑦�̂�| (2) 

b) Mean Squared Error (MSE) is the average of the 

squared difference between the actual value in 

the dataset (𝑦𝑖) and the predicted value 

produced by the model (𝑦�̂�). Mathematically, it 

is almost the same as MAE as mentioned in 

equation (3), except that the difference is 

squared. 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑦𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 − 𝑦�̂�)

2 (3) 

c) Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is the root of 

the average of the squared difference between 

the actual values in the dataset (𝑦𝑖) with the 

predicted value produced by the model 

(𝑦�̂�) as mention in equation (4) . The purpose 

of this metric is to measure the standard 

deviation of the error. 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑦𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 − 𝑦�̂�)2 (4) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Problem Understanding 

Problems are obtained from some literature and 

complaints directly from business people about the 

difficulty of determining the amount of stock of raw 

materials or products to be sold. From some literature, 

it is explained that it is difficult to determine which 

physical products such as property and FMCG are in 

demand and purchased in the future [23], [24].  

As with the problems that will be raised in this 

study, Semarang City Restaurant needs to make stock 

planning of raw materials and products with the 

minimum possible error to increase sales which have 

an impact on preventing losses and increasing profits 

generated. This study will focus on the Soto Betawi 

product in the Semarang City Restaurant. This is 

because it is the product with the highest sales for six 

consecutive months. Therefore, assuming the highest 

profit-contributing potential, the product needs to be 

optimized by building a model that can predict future 

demand and sales so that the company's success can 

be achieved or improved. 

In the problem solving process using the 

XGboost Regressor Algorithm, an independent 

variable of Semarang City weather which includes 

Average Air Temperature and Average Humidity is 

used to determine the number of sales. Some 

literature reveals that weather has a significant impact 

on customer buying interest in retail businesses [25], 

[26]. In this case, we can make a foundation to try to 

apply it to restaurant sales. The purpose of this study 

is to predict the number of sales based on the visit 

mode (dine in, online, and take away) using weather 

data for Semarang City. 

3.2. Data Collection 

The MSME product sales data used was 

obtained from one of the relevant business actors who 

donated the data for research purposes. The data 

contains sales of food and beverage products in 

Semarang City restaurants for six months from 

January 2023 to June 2023. 
 

 
Figure 3. Sales Data View 

 

This data contains ± 139 thousand records with 

± 25 features divided by months. Before being 

received, this data was processed by a data engineer 

from the research team using the Elasticsearch 

Logstash Kibana (ELK Stack) tool so that it was 

ready to be processed in CSV format. 
 

 
Figure 4. Weather Data View 

 

In addition, weather data for Semarang City was 

obtained from the Indonesian Meteorology, 

Climatology and Geophysics Agency (BMKG) 

website. Weather data includes Average Temperature 

(°C) and Average Humidity (%) per day for six 

months from January 2023 to June 2023. Because 

sales data and weather data are different sources, it is 

necessary to combine the two data in the Data 

Integration section. 

3.3. Data Understanding 

Dataset understanding is done after the existing 

data can be accessed properly. In the previous 

process, data can be accessed in several tools such as 

Spreadsheet and Python on Google Colab. In the data 

understanding process, feature identification, feature 

selection, and Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) can 

be carried out on the features to be used. 

 

 
Figure 5. Sales Data Information 
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First, the feature identification process, in the 

picture below it can be seen that there are many 

features available in the dataset. Starting from sales 

number, sales date out, visit purpose, payment 

method, menu, and so on. However, this study will 

not use all existing features and select some features 

that can be used to predict sales. The target feature to 

be predicted is Qty (number of products sold) based 

on Visit Purpose (dine in, online, and take away). 

Therefore, the features that will be used in building 

the model include Sales Date Out (transaction date), 

Visit Purpose (visit mode), and Qty (number of 

products sold). 
 

 
Figure 6. Sales Data (Feature Selected) 

 

The table above is a form of data that has been 

sorted by features and content. In terms of features, 

the table above already contains features that have 

been planned previously. In terms of content, the 

table above only contains transaction data related to 

Soto Betawi. The process of sorting features and 

content is done with Spreadsheet so that it cannot be 

documented clearly. 

The two figures below show the monthly and 

daily sales trends. From the first image, we can 

conclude that monthly sales trended upward from the 

beginning of the year until it peaked in April with the 

most sales. 
 

 
Figure 7. Monthly Sales Trend 

 

 
Figure 8. Daily Sales Trend 

 

   However, it decreased in the following month 

and was offset by an increase in sales in June. As for 

the second figure, daily sales tend to fluctuate and are 

difficult to read. But on average, daily sales tend to 

rise in the middle of the month from the 15th to the 

20th of each month. 

3.4. Data Preprocessing 

Before entering the modeling stage, the data 

must pass the final stage of data pre-processing which 

includes feature reengineering, data integration, and 

data cleansing. 

3.4.1. Feature Reengineering 

Actually, we have done the feature selection 

before, the results can be seen in Figure 6. However, 

it is necessary to create a new feature from the Mode 

record so that the sales amount of each mode can be 

seen and predicted clearly. 

Therefore, feature reengineering is carried out to 

create a new feature of Mode so that the number of 

sales from each purchase mode can be seen, be it dine 

in, online, or take away. The process can be done with 

the python code listed in the image below. 
 

 
Figure 9. Feature Reengineering Python Code 

 

In the first step, the data in Figure 9 groups the 

total amount of the Sales Quantity column based on 

the Date and Mode columns and converts it into a 

dataframe called data_sum_daily. After that, a pivot 

table is made on the data_sum_daily dataframe with 

the parameters of the Date index, Mode column, and 

Sales Quantity value. 

The Figure 10 below is a table of results from 

feature reengineering. Data contains the Date and all 

mode (Dine in, Online, and Take Away). The data in 

the table will be combined with the weather data of 

Semarang City that has been prepared previously to 

enter the data modeling stage. 
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Figure 10. Sales Data (Feature Reengineered). 

3.4.2. Data Integration 

Data integration is done by combining sales data 

that has been created in the previous stage with 

weather data for Semarang City. The weather data to 

be combined adjusts the sales data based on the date 

of each dataset. Both data start from January 9, 2023 

to June 30, 2023. The command below is the 

command to merge data in Pyhton. 
 

 
Figure 11. Data Integration Python Code 

 

The meaning of the above command is that the 

previously prepared sales data (data_transpose) is 

combined with the Semarang City weather data 

(weather) based on the date (Date) by melting. The 

operation produces a new dataset named data_final. 
 

 
Figure 12. Data Integrated (Sales & Weather) 

 

Figure 12 is the result of the data integration 

process between sales data and weather data for 

Semarang City. The data still looks like it has a lot of 

empty values so it still needs to be cleaned in the next 

stage. 

3.4.3. Data Cleansing 

In the last stage, the merged data needs to be 

cleaned by filling in the value 0 in some empty 

records. This is important because regression 

calculations are numeric, a numeric value is needed 

in order to produce a predicted value. This can be 

done with the following command. 
 

 
Figure 13. Fill Missing Value Python 

 

The meaning of the above command is that all 

records that are detected empty (NaN) from the 

previously merged data (data_final) are filled 

automatically with the value 0 on the record directly. 
 

 
Figure 14. Final Data 

 

Figure 14 above is the result of the data cleaning 

operation by filling in blank values. After this, the 

data is ready to be entered into the data modeling 

process. 

3.5. Data Modeling 

3.5.1. Descriptive Analysis 

Before going into predictive analysis, 

descriptive analysis needs to be done to see a clear 

picture of the data. Here, it is done to see the 

correlation between tables to ensure that the features 

we will use (air temperature and humidity features) 

actually affect the target values (dine in, online, and 

take away sales). 
 

 
Figure 15. Correlation Diagram 

 

From the correlation diagram above, it can be 

concluded that the air temperature feature 

(Temperature_Avg) has a positive correlation with 

the sales feature (Dine in, Online, and Take Away), 

although the correlation is relatively weak. On the 

other hand, the air humidity feature (Relative 

Humidity_Avg) has a negative correlation with the 

sales features (Dine in, Online, and Take Away) and 
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is classified as less strong. However, both features are 

still used in the model to predict sales because the 

selected model belongs to a regression algorithm that 

can still operate with positive-negative and strong-

weak features. 

3.5.2. Predictive Analysis 

As previously described, the process of 

predicting sales value (Dine in, Online, and Take 

Away) will be done by inputting the average air 

temperature (Temperature_Avg) and average 

humidity (Relative Humidity_Avg) features. In the 

first step, the XGBoost library will be imported, this 

library will be used to develop a model to predict sales 

value.  

In addition, in this process, split mode will also 

be used, which divides the dataset into two parts 

(training dataset and test dataset). The training dataset 

is set at 80%, which is used to train the XGBoost 

model in performing regression operations. While the 

test dataset is set in a portion of 20%, where this 

dataset is used to test the model that has been done 

the training process. 
 

 
Figure 16. Data Modeling XGBoost Python 

 

In this model, it is set for the maximum depth of 

the decision tree in the XGBoost ensemble is 3 

branches and the number of trees estimated is 100 

trees. In addition, the learning rate is the learning rate 

that controls the extent to which the model learns 

from the data at each iteration. This value is 0.1, 

which means the model will update the estimation 

with 10% of the remaining error at each iteration. 

Once the model is trained, it is time to test the model. 
 

 
Figure 17. Predict Command Python 

 

 
Figure 18. Predicted Value 

 

After testing, the prediction results appear 

according to the number of target features and the 

portion of the test dataset that has been set before. 

This shows that the trained model can predict the 

value well. 

3.6. Evaluation 

As previously described, the model performance 

evaluation is done using Mean Absolute Error 

(MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Root Mean 

Squared Error (RMSE). Data Modeling shows that 

the XGBoost Regressor model can predict the number 

of sales. Therefore, it needs to be evaluated with some 

of the above metrics with the following commands. 
 

 
Figure 19. Metrics Command 

 

Before that, it is necessary to import the metrics 

in the sklearn.metrics module for 

mean_squared_error and mean_absolute_error before 

starting to perform the operation. However, since 

RMSE is the root result of MSE, the RMSE operation 

only uses the numpy math operation with np.sqrt. 
 

 
Figure 20. Metrics Results 

 

The results of the three metric operations can be 

seen in Figure 20 above, or more clearly in Table 1 

below. 
 

Table 1. Metrics Results 

Metrics Rate 

Mean Squared Error (MSE) 38.25842541629838 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 3.0752730568649156 

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 6.185339555456788 

 

Based on the results of the metric calculation, 

the model built using the XGBoost Regressor 

Algorithm can predict the number of product sales 

well. The metric calculation mentions a small 

prediction error rate. The smaller the value of the 

three metrics, the better the resulting model [21]. 

Therefore, the model can be used to predict the 

number of sales in the future. 

With this model, it is hoped that it can assist 

businesses in improving production cost efficiency in 

preparing optimal product raw materials according to 

the number of predicted sales for a certain period. 

This can certainly reduce the risk of losses due to 

unsold raw materials or products and increase the 

optimal profit of product sales. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Predicting sales is very important to be done by 

business people for the MSME scale, not only for the 
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large business scale. This is because MSMEs are 

businesses at the development level towards large. In 

this development stage, it is necessary to make 

resource efficiency by optimizing product raw 

materials through sales or demand predictions. In the 

end, business people can predict the amount of 

demand or sales in the future. With this, businesses 

can increase profits and reduce the risk of loss. 

In previous study, many have made predictive 

models for MSME product sales. However, it has not 

been found that uses XGBoost Regressor to do so, 

mostly using other models such as Linear Regression, 

K-Means, and so on. Although models other than 

XGBoost can produce models well, XGBoost is very 

popular and excels in competitions. Therefore, it is 

necessary to try the algorithm in the business sector, 

namely the sale of MSME products. 

Applied to the sales data of Soto Betawi 

MSMEs, which has hundreds of rows and several 

features, XGBoost Regressor proved to be able to 

make a good prediction model as well. With MAE, 

MSE, and RMSE scores that are relatively small, 

proving that the model has a minimal error rate. This 

also proves that the model built is good and can be 

used to predict sales and optimize raw material 

management of related products. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study uses the XGBoost Regressor 

Algorithm to predict the number of sales of Soto 

Betawi MSME products in Semarang City 

Restaurants. The product was chosen because of the 

high number of sales among other products for 6 

consecutive months. The data used is Soto Betawi 

sales data and weather consisting of Average 

Temperature and Average Air Humidity from 

January 09, 2023 to June 30, 2023. This study uses 

Average Temperature and Average Humidity to 

predict the amount of demand or sales of related 

products in the future. 

The model scores MAE 3.0752730568649156, 

MSE 38.25842541629838, and RMSE 

6.185339555456788. From these scores, it shows that 

the model error rate in predicting a value is small. 

This proves that the performance of the XGBoost 

Regressor model is successful in conducting 

predictive analysis.  

Thus, with good metric evaluation results, it can 

be concluded that: 1) the XGBoost Regressor model 

can be used to predict the number of sales and 

optimize raw material management for future Soto 

Betawi MSME products in Semarang City 

Restaurants. 2) weather attributes such as daily 

temperature and humidity can be used together with 

daily sales to predict next day sales. 

For future research, it is highly recommended to 

build models using additional features such as 

changes in raw material prices, other weather aspects, 

inflation rates, and so on to predict the number of 

sales of related products. With these additional 

features, it is expected to increase the accuracy of the 

XGBoost model in conducting predictive analysis. 
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